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Network visibility and automation for any workflow 

Product Overview 

NetBrain lntegrated Edition helps prevent outages and reduce time to isolate and diagnose faults. Engineers can integrate 

NetBrain's Dynamic Mapping and Adaptive Automation technology into their existing workflows to expedite tasks for 

troubleshooting, security or design verification and to proactively monitor the networks for underlying problems and risk 

factors. 

NetBrain works by building a "digital twin" of the entire network. making all information about its configuration. performance. and 

flow of traffic easily accessible. Leveraging this network copy, engineers can map any aspect of the network on-demand and then 

leverage the Dynamic Map as a single pane of glass to correlate and analyze data across their IT ecosystem. Organizations can 

further leverage Executable Runbooks to document. share. and automate best practices. 

Dynamic Network Map -Visualize Any Network Data 

In NetBrain, every task starts with a custom map to visually 

define the seo pe of work. This map serves as the canvas for 

automation and analytics. 

Map traffic flows end-to-end - In arder to troubleshoot 

application performance, engineers need to know 

how traffic flows for any given app. NetBrain can map 

between any two endpoints in seconds. 

Search any data point and get instant visibility - With 

just a single data point. an engineer can search and 

create a map from the results, for instant visibility. 

Use the map as a single pane of glass - In a complex 

network environment. data is spread across many IT 

management tools. NetBrain can integrate and correlate 

all critica! data into a single map interface. 
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Executable Runbook - Automate Any Task 

Executable Runbooks provide a framework for teams to codify 

knowledge and best practices, making them into repeatable 

processes. Each runbook is an automated workflow which uses a 

Dynamic Map as input for data analysis as well as visualization of the 

output. 

Digitize knowledge and processes - Executable Runbooks are 

fully programmable, without scripts, enabling tribal leaders to 

"codify" best practices. 

Make workflows executable - Each step in a runbook can be 

executed with a click, to automate data collection and analysis. 

Document and share analytics automatically - AII data captured 

during runbook execution is stored inside the runbook for easy 

�ayback and shaMng. 

Map of a Slow Application 
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Automate Workflows with Runbooks 
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